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Ultrasensitive Refractive Index Sensor Based on
Mach–Zehnder Interferometer and a 40µm Fiber
Xueqin Lei , Xiaopeng Dong , Tong Sun, and Kenneth T. V. Grattan
Abstract—An ultra-high sensitivity refractive index (RI) sensor,
based on an in-line fiber Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI)
and utilizing a special 40 µm fiber which has been specifically
designed for the purpose, supporting only the LP01 and LP11
modes propagating in the fiber, has been proposed and numerically
demonstrated in this work. The all-fiber MZI, based on LP01
and LP11 mode interference, was fabricated by utilizing a special
design with two gradually tapered joints at both sides of this
multi-clad thin diameter fiber (TDF). When the TDF diameters
varied from 40 µm to 5 µm, a sudden change in the direction of
the wavelength shift in the transmission spectrum of the TDF-MZI
devices was observed both in liquid RI and air relative humidity
(RH) monitoring experiments, as the surrounding RI or RH was
seen to increase monotonically. Ultra-high sensitivity values of
5942.8nm/RIU (1.335-1.342) and 21292.2nm/RIU (1.4000–1.4025)
were obtained in the experiments carried out, through the use of a
tapered TDF-MZI device with TDF diameters of ∼5 µm and ∼9
µm, respectively. The maximum RH sensitivity of 1.084nm/%RH
was obtained by the use of the TDF-MZI device with a TDF
diameter of ∼12 µm. A compact all-fiber TDF-MZI sensor was
thus created with an overall sensing length of <4mm, showing
the advantages of high sensitivity, low loss, and flexibility in the
tunable monitoring direction of the wavelength shift. This design
is well suited to various applications, where the high sensitivity RI
and RH measurements are required at precise locations.
Index Terms—Dual mode fiber, fiber sensor, Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, pressure, temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL fiber sensors have been widely investigatedgiven the significant potential applications they have
for measurements of parameters such as gas and liquid con-
centrations, compound material solidification monitoring, and
biomolecule detection – all areas where the sensing of the
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surrounding refractive index (SRI) may be used as the underlying
monitoring principle [1],[2]. In recent years, the fiber in-line
Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) based on the “evanescent
field” have been attracting increasing research interest, due
to their inherent advantages of high sensitivity, compactness
and flexibility in their design. The fabrication of an all-fiber
in-line MZI “evanescent sensor” is thus dependent on the de-
sign of two special splitting/coupling interfaces along the fiber
length. Components such as two identical heterogenic fibers [3],
abnormal splicing points [4] or laser micro-machined grating
arrangements [5] are used to excite the high-order/cladding
modes propagating in the sensing fiber. However, the sensitivi-
ties obtained in those sensors were relatively low due to a weak
interaction of the light beam with the surroundings. As reported
by Jiang et al. and Li et al. [6], [7], the precision devices (e.g.
a fs laser) have been used for the fabrication of microstructures
in the fiber core/cladding to form an all-fiber MZI sensor, to
allow high sensitivity RI measurements, with faster response
and better spatial resolution [8]. However, potentially large
losses and light scattering may be caused in a MZI structure
with a complete opened path or side-ablated fiber core (with
several abrupt heterogeneous interfaces between the silica and
air created in the light path), due to the light propagating in the air
or the liquid solutions directly, without experiencing the optical
waveguide confinement occurring in a circularly symmetric fiber
structure.
By contrast, micro- or nano-fiber show more promising op-
tical properties of low transmission loss, a large evanescent
field and tight optical confinement, beneficial for designing a
high RI-sensitive fiber sensor [9], [10]. However, when the fiber
required was tapered, by using a heating and pulling approach,
the diameter of the fiber core will also gradually decrease, which
increase the number of the high-order modes propagating in the
sensing fiber and also create a “cutoff” of the core mode [11],
which was then transformed to several cladding modes [12].
Moreover, the high temperature used (∼2000K) is required to
melt the silica fiber and make it suitable for drawing; however,
achieving a steady temperature gradient in the heating region
is difficult when using a flame [13]. Further, the lengths of the
microfibers were enlarged by using a laser or a flame heating
and drawing method [2][14–16], which may not be optimum
for fabricating a compact sensor. The adiabatic conditions re-
quired for the taper transitions need to be carefully controlled
to avoid the wavelength fluctuations, which may produce by
multimodal interactions. Compared to using the ‘heating and
pulling’ method, the size of the fiber core will not be changed
using a chemical etching process unless the core region has been
etched, which is better for the stable transmission of the core
modes in the sensing fiber. Further, a chemical etching method
could be used to form a compact microfiber, over a much shorter
length (and thus better fitted for use for sensing at a precise
location) that then could be readily fabricated by changing the
size of the droplet of the etching chemical used, located using a
fine injection head. This allows a much smaller diameter to be
achieved (thus making it easier to achieve the high sensitivity
needed) and that could be more easily controlled by changing
the etching time and concentration of chemical solution used
[17].
However in the MZI, which based on using the cladding
modes, an amount of fiber cladding material of the sensing fiber
to be etched remaining may cause a large transmission loss of the
high-order/cladding modes that propagate in the fiber cladding:
this leads to a decrease in the contrast of the interference fringes
or even the disappearance of the periodic fringes. A similar case
also has been seen in the MZI design based on etched few-mode
fiber (FMF) [18], which was specially designed with the second
highly-doped inner cladding to support only the fundamental
mode and LP02 mode, propagating in the fiber. Firstly, the
sensitivity of the FMF-MZI sensor, based on interference of
fundamental mode and LP02 modes, was barely enhanced when
the fiber diameter was reduced from 125 μm to 30 μm, which
may increase the complexity and difficulty of the fabrication of
a compact MZI sensor (with a FMF length of ∼20cm being em-
ployed) and thus designed for high sensitivity RI measurements.
This is needed because a high degree of uniformity of the etched
FMF diameter was required to support the circular symmetric
third high-order mode, LP02, propagating in the fiber. Secondly,
when the fiber diameter was reduced to the second inner cladding
of the FMF (∼20μm), the LP02 mode tended to cutoff, especially
on the long wavelength side, which resulted in an upper limit of
the RI sensitivity of 140nm/RIU (1.316-1.383) and 2489nm/RIU
(1.433-1.439), respectively. Such a limit of RI sensitivity also
exists in those MZI devices using microstructure sensing fibers
with mutiple eccentric cores or air holes regions (e.g., photonic
crystal fiber (PCF) [19], multi core fiber(MCF)[20] and twin core
fiber (TCF) [21], etc.). The sensitivities (from a few tens, to one
or two thousands nm/RIU) of those sensors are still inadequate
for many critical applications, particularly so in bio-sensing
which requires the accurate detection of an extremely small
range of variations of the surrounding refractive index (SRI).
In this paper, a compact microfiber-assisted in-line MZI sen-
sor has been proposed for ultrasensitive refractive index (RI)
measurement, utilizing a special 40 μm thin diameter fiber
(TDF) which supports only the foundational mode, LP01, and
the first high-order core mode, LP11, propagating in the fiber.
The design of the splicing and coupling joints of the MZI, with
two gradually tapered points at both sides of TDF, was taken to
form an in-line MZI and support only two core modes (LP01 and
LP11) interference. The sensing characteristics of the TDF-MZI
devices, created using different TDF diameters which varied
from 40μm to 5μm, have been theoretically and experimentally
studied in this work. This all-fiber TDF-MZI sensor, taking
advantages of both the use of microfiber and a compact fiber
Fig. 1. Geometrical structure and refractive index difference profile
(@632.8nm) of the 40µm (TDF). The parameters used in the simulation are:
dco = 7 μm, Δnco = 0.632%, dcl1 = 14 μm, Δncl1 = −0.102%, dcl2 = 24
μm, Δncl2 = −0.268%.
in-line MZI interferometer, also allows several advantages over
these alternative approaches to be shown, which include: a) an
ultrahigh sensitivity is characteristic of these sensors, where
the maximum RI sensitivity of 21292.2nm/RIU obtained in our
experiments is 1-3 orders of magnitude larger than is seen in a
similar, chemical etched MZI device based on cladding mode
interference or using a microstructure fiber; b) it uses relatively
low optical loss and high stability in the transmission of the
light, when compared to the other all-fiber in-line MZI devices,
based on higher-order or cladding mode interference; c) it is
simple, compact and only tiny amounts of analyte are required
for high sensitivity measurements using the TDF-MZI sensor,
with the sensing length required being less than 4mm; d) it is
flexible for various applications, where tunability in the fiber
diameter, sensitivity and direction of the wavelength shift in
the transmission spectrum are required; e) it is suitable for use
in both liquid and gaseous media, without requiring the use
of any coating materials, where a capability to measure the
air humidity has been also developed in this work using this
TDF-MZI design. Thus the all fiber sensor discussed shows
highly promising and significant prospects for use in making
high sensitivity, RI-related measurements at a precise position,
and is well suited to a wide variety of practical applications.
II. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE OF THE SENSOR
The TDFs used in the experimental work carried out were pro-
vided by the Yangtze Optical Fiber and Cable Limited Company
Ltd, and specially designed using a GeO2-doped inner core, two
F-doped inner claddings and a pure silica outer cladding, with
corresponding diameters of 7 μm, 14 μm, 24 μm and 40 μm,
respectively, to ensure that only the LP01 and the LP11 modes
were propagating along the fiber. The multi-layer geometrical
structure and the W-shaped relative index difference profile
(observed at a wavelength of 632.8nm) of the TDF used in the
simulation are shown in Fig. 1, this being measured by using a
SHR-1602, 3D refractive index profile device for optical fiber,
Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the fiber TDF-based MZI sensor. (b) Micro-
scopic image of the TDF-MZI fiber structure after splicing. SCS – Supercon-
tinuum laser source; OSA – Optical spectrum analyzer; SMF – Single mode
fiber; MMF – Multimode fiber; TDF – Thin diameter fiber; ETDF – Etched thin
diameter fiber.
Fig. 3. Experimental transmission spectra of TDF-MZI sensor, with the fol-
lowing different lengths of TDF: (a) 27mm; (b) 10mm; (c) 5mm.
developed by the Key Laboratory of Specialty Fiber Optics and
Optical Access Networks, Shanghai University.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the all fiber in-line MZI used in this
work were fabricated by splicing the TDF between two segments
of the MMFs used, and the clear interference spectra for the
TDF-MZIs with high extinction ratio (∼20dB) were obtained
in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 3. The Free Spectral Range
(FSR) of the periodic interference spectrum can be expressed
as FSR = λ2/(ΔneffL). Here L is inversely proportional to
the FSR of a particular wavelength, for the transmission spectra
of the TDF-MZI with different lengths of TDF (27mm, 10mm
and 5mm). The shorter length of the TDF shows a larger FSR
of the interference fringes, i.e., a wider wavelength range for
the measurement which is good for avoiding the multi-value
problem. Therefore, the fiber length for the TDF was chosen to
be ∼5mm in the experiment to achieve a high sensitivity in the
measurement – which may produce a large shift (per RIU) of
the resonant wavelength.
The first high-order mode, LP11, that propagate in the TDF
was excited by the fundamental core mode, LP01, in the input
MMF1. The interference between the LP01 and LP11 modes
was selected by using the output MMF2. If the optical power
ratios transferred from the input SMF to the LP01 and LP11
modes are t01 = P01/Pin and t11 = P11/Pin, respectively, then
the transmission through the TDF is given simply as follows
[22]:




11 + 2t01t11 cos(ϕ(λ)) (1)
where ϕ(λ) = Δβ(λ)L is the phase difference developed be-
tween the LP01 and LP11 modes in the TDF with a physical
length, L, and Δβ = β01 − β11 is the propagation constant dif-
ference between the LP01 and LP11 modes. The phase difference
between the LP01 and LP11 modes is a function of both the op-
erating wavelength, λ, and the perturbation parameter, nSRI (the
Fig. 4. Simulated results for Δβ of the LP01 and LP11 modes propagating in
the TDF with the fiber diameter of 9 μm, under different SRI ranges from 1.33
to 1.43, as a function of wavelength.
refractive index of the surrounding material). Therefore, the





































Therefore, the RI response of the TDF-MZI only depends on
the values of ∂(Δβ)/∂nSRIand ∂(Δβ)/∂λbut not the length
of sensing fiber. The COMSOL simulation software and the
use of the finite element analysis approach were applied in
this work for the calculation of the values of Δβ for the LP01
and LP11 modes propagating in the TDF, with a diameter of
9 μm, under the different surrounding refractive index (SRI)
conditions shown in the Fig. 4. With the increase of SRI, the
value of ∂(Δβ)/∂λ becomes positive and decreases and thus
the value of (∂(Δβ)/∂λ)−1increases. Moreover, the difference
in the changes in Δβ increases as SRI increases, so that the
value of∂(Δβ)/∂nSRI increases. Therefore, the resonant wave-
lengths of peaks/dips in the transmission spectrum will shift
monotonically, with the increase of SRI, and the sensitivity of
the TDF-MZI will increase when the SRI becomes close to the
RI of the fiber material.
When the diameter of the TDF ranges from 40 μm and 5 μm,
the relationships obtained between the effective refractive index
(ERI) of two core modes and the wavelength (at a temperature of
25 °C) have been studied in this work. In the simulation carried
out, a liquid of known SRI (e.g., 1.4) is used and coated around
the TDF. The simulation has shown that the etched TDF can
still support the LP01 and LP11 modes propagating in the fiber,
when the fiber is used in an aqueous medium. As shown in
Fig. 5(a), the LP01 mode is seen as stable until the diameter
of the TDF reduces to a value of 24 μm (corresponding to the
Fig. 5. Calculated ERI of (a) the LP01 mode and (b) the LP11 mode propa-
gating in the TDF, as a function of wavelength, under the change of the fiber
diameters ranging from 40 μm to 5 μm.
Fig. 6. CalculatedΔβ of two core modes propagating in the TDF, as a function
of wavelength, under the different diameters of TDF ranging from 40 μm to 5
μm.
second cladding diameter of TDF), and then changes slightly
over the diameter range from 24 μm to 14 μm (corresponding
to the second cladding of the TDF). The value of n01eff changes
rapidly when the diameter of the TDF is reduced to <14 μm
(corresponding to the first cladding diameter of the TDF). As
shown in Fig. 5(b), the LP11 mode exhibits a relatively larger
difference of n11eff , when the diameter of the TDF changes from
40 μm to 5 μm, and a similar sudden change develops in the
variation ofn11effvs. wavelength, when the diameter of the TDF is
reduced to 14μm, which may result in a corresponding variation
of Δβ between the interference of the LP01 and LP11 modes in
the TDF-MZI.
As shown in Fig. 6, the value of ∂(Δβ)/∂λ is positive when
the diameter of the TDF is set in the range 5 μm ∼ 14 μm, while
it is negative when the diameter of the TDF ranges over 15μm∼
40μm. Thus when the diameter of the TDF was reduced to 14μm
(related to the first cladding area of the TDF), a sudden change of
the direction of the wavelength shift in the transmission spectrum
of the LP01 and LP11 mode interference in the TDF-MZI sensor
could be seen, as the value of the SRI is increasing. Further, the
thinner diameter of the TDF with a larger Δβ of the LP01 mode
and the LP11 mode propagating in the fiber, will contribute to the
larger variation of the phase difference seen, as well as the higher
sensitivity in RI measurements of liquids surrounding it. All the
samples studied with different TDF diameters exhibited good
monotonic relationships with Δβ , over wavelengths ranging 
from 1400nm to 1600nm, as has been studied in this work. The 
tunability of the sensitivities and the directions of the wavelength 
shift in the interference spectrum of the LP01 and LP11 modes 
increases the flexibility in the optimization of the sensitivity and 
the measurable wavelength range of the TDF-MZI sensor. Thus 
the TDF-MZI sensor proposed in this work is very promising 
in its application to measuring the RI, with high sensitivity, at a 
precise position and this shows a good adaptability as a practical 
solution to different measurement applications.
III. FABRICATION OF THE TDF BASED MZI SENSOR
The experimental setup employed in the SRI measurement 
scheme and the configuration of the TDF-based MZI used 
is shown in Fig. 2(a). The TDF-MZI was formed easily by 
splicing a section of the TDF between two pieces of step-index 
multimode fibers (MMFs). The core/cladding diameters of the 
standard SMFs (Corning SMF-28) and MMFs used in this work 
are 8.2/125µm and 62.5/125µm, respectively. In the experiment 
undertaken, the splicing operation between the SMFs and the 
MMFs was performed by using an automatic fusion splicer 
(Ruiyan, RYF600P). The splicing operation between the TDF 
and the MMF was, however, performed by using the manual 
mode of a fusion splicer (DVP-720A), setting the splicing pa-
rameters to a low discharge power (80bit) and a short discharge 
time (60ms). Further, the stripper and cutter used in this work 
were special adjusted to suit the 40 μm TDF. In order to avoid 
bending and deformation of the thin diameter fiber, the arc 
discharge position was specially adjusted for splicing the TDF 
to the MMFs, allowing a small deviation distance (∼60 μm) 
from the splicing point to the side of the MMFs. Due to the 
large difference in the fiber diameters between the MMFs and 
the TDF, the splicing points of the TDF and the MMFs were 
slightly tapered, as shown in the Fig. 2(b). The gradually tapered 
joints formed allow light to propagate easily in the core of the 
MMF1, then to couple into the fiber core of the TDF, and then 
back again to the core of the MMF2. Without the MMFs used 
in this work, an offset of the fiber cores – between the SMFs 
(∼8.2µm) and TDF (∼7µm) – may occur in the manual splicing 
process. Therefore, the use of two segments of MMFs in this 
work is important for the stimulation of the core modes (the 
LP01 and the LP11 modes) on a symmetrical basis, when these 
propagate in the sensing fiber. To do so greatly enhances the 
stability and repeatability needed to fabricate reliable, in-line 
fiber optic-based TDF-MZI devices.
To develop the required sensitivity of the TDF sensor to the RI 
of the surrounding liquid, part of the TDF cladding was removed 
by chemical etching with buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) 
solution (this being a mixture of hydrofluoric acid solution 
(HF, 40wt.%), ammonium fluoride (NH4F), and deionized water 
(H2O)). The TDF-MZI was placed in a flat polymer box, and to 
keep it straight, it was fixed with a polymer adhesive. Due to the 
large difference in the fiber diameters between the MMFs and 
the TDF, the sensing fiber was suspended in the air. Then the fine 
injection head (of 0.23 mm diameter) was used in the experiment 
to obtain a single droplet that was dripped onto the surface of the
Fig. 7. Experimental transmission spectra of a TDF-MZI sensor during the
process of chemical etching, as the diameter of TDF is reduced from 40 μm
to 9.5 μm. (TDF: the whole fiber length ∼8mm and the middle etched area
<7mm).
TDF. During the process of chemical etching, the air velocity
was controlled by using a fume hood and a tunable air vent on
the etching box, to allow the air to enter and escape. In that way,
the TDF was slightly tapered, due to the slow evaporation of the
BHF solution. At both sides of the TDF in the MZI, the distance
from the droplet of BHF to the splicing joints of the TDF-MMFs
was taken, and thus the length of tapered region created was less
than 4mm. The length of the tapered region could be further
reduced by using an injection head with a smaller diameter, to
form a more compact fiber MZI device, which then could be
used for RI measurements at a precise position.
In the experiment carried out, the transmission spectrum of
a TDF-MZI with the fiber length of TDF about 8mm was
monitored during the process of chemical etching, as shown
in Fig. 7. When the diameter of the TDF was required to be
reduced from 40 μm to 9.5 μm, the interference spectrum of
the TDF-MZI was stable in the BHF solution, with the increase
of the period of the interference between the LP01 and LP11
modes propagating in the TDF. Thus a wide wavelength range
for the TDF-MZI was created with a limited FSR, to allow
high sensitivity measurements, for a defined physical diameter
of the TDF. The contrast of the interference fringes decreases
from ∼20dB to ∼16dB, due to the change of the energy ratio
between the LP01 mode and the LP11 mode propagating in the
sensing fiber, as the TDF diameter varies from 40 μm to 9.5 μm.
The corresponding Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the
interference spectra of the TDF-MZI sensor, as the diameter of
the TDF was decreasing, is shown in the Fig. 8. It can be seen that
there is indeed one dominant, high order mode, which means that
two main interference modes are seen and decide the interference
spectrum. The frequency of the two main interference modes
is evident and gets closer to zero as the diameter of TDF was
reduced to a small size. The shift in the frequency of the two main
mode interference, varying as the diameter of the TDF decreases,
can be illustrated by the change of the value of Δneff between
the LP01 and the LP11 modes, this being due to the regions of
Fig. 8. Fourier transformation of interference spectra of the TDF-MZI sensor,
when the diameter of TDF is decreasing over the range shown.
fiber cladding materials removed by the chemical etching being
replaced by the BHF solutions.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the experiment carried out, the TDF-MZI sensor thus
created was connected to a supercontinuum laser source (SC-
5, YSL Co. Ltd. operating over the wavelength range 480-
2400nm). This was deployed as a broadband light source in this
experiment, and an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA, ANDO
AQ6317B) with a resolution of 0.01nm was used to record the
transmission spectrum of the TDF-MZI sensor. The refractome-
ter (KEM RA-130), with a resolution of 0.0001, was used for
measurement and calibration of the RI value of the test solutions,
and the SRI testing experiments were undertaken at room tem-
perature, 22 °C. The sensing structures of the TDF-MZIs were
kept straight and surrounded by the droplets of the sucrose solu-
tions under study. The sensors were cleaned with ethyl alcohol
and completely dried to remove any residual liquid before each
test was carried out. The spectral responses of the TDF-MZI
with a TDF diameter of D = 9 μm were monitored using test
solutions with the different RI ranges shown in Fig. 9. The
results show that the spectral dip moves monotonically toward
longer wavelengths, as the SRI is increasing, and maximum RI
sensitivity values of 21292.2 nm/RIU, 11993.3 nm/RIU, and
3312.4 nm/RIU, in the measuring ranges of 1.4000–1.4025,
1.3700–1.3740 and 1.336–1.344, were respectively obtained in
these experiments. Considering the wavelength resolution of the
OSA used (0.01 nm), the RI sensor with D = 9 μm has RI
resolution values of 4.7 × 10−7 (RI = 1.4000–1.4025), 8.3 ×
10−7 (RI=1.3700–1.3740) and 3.02×10−6 (RI=1.336–1.344)
which, to the best of our knowledge, are significantly higher than
have previously been reported, as shown in Table I.
Further RI evaluation tests of the performance of the TDF-
MZI sensors were undertaken using different diameters of the
sensing fiber. In these experiments, the diameter of sensing fiber
Fig. 9. Measured spectral responses of an etched TDF-MZI structure with D
= 9 μm over different SRI ranges: (a) 1.336–1.344, (b) 1.3700–1.3740, and (c)
1.4000–1.4025, (d) wavelength shift versus SRI.
TABLE I
TYPICAL RI SENSITIVITIES OF DIFFERENT FIBER-OPTIC RI SENSING SCHEMES
(TDF) used varied from 40 μm to 5 μm, using chemical etching
to achieve the different values used. The interference of the LP01
and LP11 modes was then formed in the TDF-MZI sensor and
was stable in the aqueous solutions used. The TDF-MZI sensors
with TDF diameters of D = 12 μm and D = 5 μm, respectively,
exhibit different spectral responses: however, the directions of
the wavelength shift with the increase of SRI were the same, as
Fig. 10. Measured spectral responses of an etched TDF-MZI structure with
the different diameters of TDF: (a) 40 μm; (b) 5 μm; (c) 15 μm; (d) 12 μm.
shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(d). By contrast, the TDF-MZI
sensors with TDF diameters of D = 15 μm and D = 40 μm,
respectively, exhibit wavelength shifts in the opposite directions,
with increasing SRI, as shown in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(c). A
large numbers of experimental studies of TDF-MZI devices with
a TDF length of 4mm and the tapered TDF diameter varying
from 40 μm to 5 μm have been developed, and studies of these
reveal that the direction of the wavelength shift is related to the
diameter of the TDF, as the SRI is increasing. As observed in
the experimental results obtained, a demarcation point in the di-
rection of the wavelength shift in the transmission spectrum was
seen when the TDF diameter was tapered from 40 μm to 5 μm.
The change happens over the tapered TDF diameter range from
15μm-12μm, which coincides with the results of the theoretical
simulation carried out (with a sudden change in monotonicity
of Δβ vs. wavelength happening at a 14 μm diameter of the
TDF). With the reduction of the first cladding diameter of the
TDF, the resonant dips shift to the longer wavelength region and
this shows an ultrahigh sensitivity to the surrounding RI. Under
this condition, the sensor can be seen as a thin cladding MZI
structure, with the core modes propagating in the TDF fiber core,
having a relatively strong interaction with the surroundings due
to a large evanescent field created. When all the materials used
in the fiber cladding were removed, the test solutions and air act
as the “cladding” of the sensing fiber. The interference modes
of the LP01 mode and LP11 mode could also be excited and
propagate in the sensing fiber, due to the design of the splicing
and coupling joints of the MZI with two gradually tapered points
on both sides of TDF. Therefore, this special designed TDF-MZI
sensor takes advantage of both the microfiber and all-fiber in-line
MZI interferometer used.
Regardless of the different directions of the wavelength shift
in the transmission spectrum, the relationship between the di-
ameter of the TDF and the absolute RI sensitivity is shown in
Fig. 11. Here, the maximum sensitivities for D = 5 μm, D =
9 μm, D = 12 μm and D = 19 μm, D = 23 μm and D = 40
μm are 5942.82nm/RIU (SRI = 1.335–1.342), 3436.78nm/RIU
(SRI = 1.335–1.344), 1495.53nm/RIU (SRI = 1.336–1.352),
Fig. 11. Relationship between RI measurement sensitivity (absolute value)
and the diameter of TDF used.
229.79nm/RIU (SRI = 1.35–1.42), 176.01nm/RIU (SRI =
1.35–1.42), and 39.64nm/RIU (SRI= 1.36–1.392), respectively.
As expected, the RI sensitivity increases as the TDF diameter
decreases. For all the six samples studied, the linear correlative
coefficients R2 are greater than 0.995, which indicates that the
wavelength shift observed exhibits a good, linear relationship
with the SRI changes, over a small RI range. It is notable that
the fiber with the thinner diameter shows a relatively larger
difference in sensitivity over a wide measurement range of the
SRI. In the experiment, higher sensitivity of the TDF-MZI can
be realized with the use of a more uniform and thin sensing
fiber, by optimizing the tapering process in the chemical etching.
Further, a smaller size of the TDF-MZI sensor can be achieved
by using a professional splicer and cutter to deal with the
special 40 μm fiber. Thus the TDF-MZI sensor discussed in
this work could then be used effectively in a range of measure-
ment applications which have different requirements in terms
of sensitivity and the methods of demodulation, pursuing a high
fineness of interference fringes or tunability of the different di-
rections of the resonant wavelength shift seen in the transmission
spectrum.
Dispensing with the need for a coating for a relative humidity
(RH) sensor is a very useful development, and given the increase
in RI sensitivity of the sensor demonstrated already over what
has been reported, the next stage is to explore whether it is
possible to implement an RH sensor without the need for any
additional humidity sensitive coatings on the fiber surface. To
investigate this, in the experiment an RI sensor was placed
in a commercial constant-temperature humidity test chamber
(CK-80G, Qin Zhuo Co. Ltd) at normal air pressure, this having a
RH measuring range from 20%RH to 98%RH and a temperature
range from 0 °C to 150 °C. Both the humidity and temperature
can be controlled separately using this system, which gives
important flexibility in the calibration process. During the exper-
iment carried out, the surrounding temperature was maintained
at 22 ± 0.5°C to remove the influence of temperature variations,
while increasing the RH.
Fig. 12. (a) Measured transmission spectrum of an etched TDF-MZI sensor
with a TDF diameter of 12 μm, as the RH range varies from 40%RH to 95%RH.
(b) Relationship between wavelength shift and humidity for two TDF-MZI, with
different TDF diameters of 40 μm and 12 μm.
When the surrounding RH was gradually increased from
30%RH to 98%RH, an obvious change in the transmission spec-
trum of the sample with a TDF diameter of 12 μm was detected
and this is shown in Fig. 12(a). The direction of the wavelength
shift with increasing RH is the same as the direction of the
wavelength shift with increasing SRI, as shown in Fig. 10(d).
The RI change of the air is the main reason that explains that the
performance of the RH-induced spectral shift of the TDF-MZI
sensor, over the relative low humidity range. The gas RI, n, is
proportional to the gas density, ρ, which can be presented by
the Gladsne–Dale relationship [23]: (n−1)/ρ = constant. The
variation in the density of the gas and the water molecules results
in the ERI variations seen in the LP01 mode and LP11 mode, as
well as leading to variations in the phase difference,ϕ. Moreover,
different species of gas show relatively different RI values for
the gas [24], which means that any small variation of the gas
composition in the atmosphere may lead to a slight change in
the RI of the air (but the change is small, at the level of fourth or
fifth decimal place). On the other hand, since the TDF-MZI has a
higher relative RI sensitivity over a relatively higher SRI range,
as shown in Fig. 9, its response to the RI variation of the gas (n≈
1.0003) is lower, comparatively than the for the water molecules
present (n ≈ 1.333). When considering the relatively higher
humidity ranges used in the work, a thin film of moisture may be
deposited on the fiber surface due to the condensation of water
vapor. This will significantly increase the ERI of the interference
modes propagating in the sensing fiber, due to the evanescent
wave and lead to a larger RH-induced spectral shift, as shown
in Fig. 12(a). Therefore, detecting the change in the density of
the water molecules becomes the dominant mechanism of the
“evanescent sensor” here, for humidity measurements.
Moreover, a comparison of the performance of the TDF-MZI
sensor was made, with the sensing fiber diameters of 40 μm
and 12 μm, in the RH monitoring experiments carried out. As
can be seen in Fig. 12(b), the directions of the wavelength
shift in transmission spectra of the TDF-MZI sensors (using
the different sensing fiber diameters (D = 40 μm and D = 12
μm)) are different with increasing RH, which corresponds to the
directions of the wavelength shift with increasing SRI, illustrated
in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(d). Thus a rapid change of the direction
of the wavelength shift in the transmission spectrum of the LP01
and LP11 mode interference in the TDF-MZI sensor could be
seen in both the RH and the RI measurements, and which agree
Fig. 13. (a) Measured transmission spectrum of an etched TDF-MZI sensor
with the TDF diameter of 12 μm, as the temperature range varies from 26 °C
to 40 °C. (b) Relationship between wavelength shift and temperature for two
TDF-MZI, with different TDF diameters of 40 μm and 12 μm.
well with the simulation results reported in this work. Moreover,
a larger RH sensitivity for the TDF-MZI sensor is obtained for
a thinner sensing fiber diameter, especially when looking at the
higher RH range. This is an important case where the sensitivity
of the TDF-MZI sensor with a thinner sensing fiber diameter
is particularly good, showing a larger difference across a wide
range of RI values. Thus a RH sensitivity of 1.084nm/%RH
was obtained (in the RH range 90%RH to 95%RH), which is
over twenty-three times higher than that reported in previous
work (−0.047 nm/%RH), based on a bare fiber structure without
a hygroscopic coating layer [25]. It can be noted that in this
reported work, it is ten times higher over than for the coated FBG
(∼0.0045nm%RH). Therefore, this compact TDF-MZI device
based on two core mode interference, designed for RI and RH
measurements – both having the characteristics of tunability
of the sensitivity and direction of the wavelength shift in the
transmission spectrum of the LP01 and LP11 mode interference.
In addition, the dependence of the resonant wavelength on
temperature was examined by placing the TDF-MZI sensor in
an electrically controlled water-filled oven (DC-0520, Zhu Lan
Co., Ltd). The temperature of the water bath was gradually
increased from 26 °C to 40 °C, and as the water temperature
increases, the transmission spectrum of the TDF-MZI, with the
TDF diameter of 12 μm, was obtained, as shown in Fig. 13(a).
The temperature sensitivity of the TDF-MZI was tested at a
TDF diameter of 40 μm and 12 μm, as shown in Fig. 13(b). The
resonant wavelength of the response of the peaks/dips occurs
linearly with the variation of the water temperature surrounding
the sensing fiber. The temperature cross-sensitivity is 1.53 ×
10−3 RIU/°C and −1.78 × 10−3 RIU/°C for the TDF diameters
of 40 μm and 12 μm, respectively. A commercial thermometer
(with a resolution of ±0.1 °C) was used to monitor the tempera-
ture in the process of the RI or RH tests carried out. It should be
noted that the temperature sensitivity of the TDF-MZI increased,
as the diameter of TDF decreases, which benefits from the
change of refractive index of the solution due to the temperature
variation. Therefore, this high sensitivity RI sensing scheme has
the potential to further developed into a highly effective, high
sensitivity fiber temperature sensor.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, the research reported has shown that an ultra-
sensitive optical fiber sensor based on a compact TDF-MZI
structure is both feasible and reliable for making RI and RH 
measurements. This design has the advantages of simplicity 
of structure, ease of fabrication, low cost and tunability of the 
sensitivity and directions of the resonant wavelength shift in the 
transmission spectrum. In experiments carried out, the all fiber 
TDF-MZI sensor reported exhibited a low measuring limit of 
4.7×10−7 RIU, a high sensitivity of 21292.2nm/RIU and a good 
linearity of 99.8% over the important RI range from 1.4000 to 
1.4025, using a sensing fiber diameter of 9 μm. The maximum 
RI sensitivity, of 5942.82nm/RIU over the measuring range from 
1.335 to 1.342, could be achieved by using the TDF-MZI sensor 
with a TDF diameter of 5 μm. In addition, the in-line TDF-MZI 
sensor, with a tapered TDF (e.g. where D = 12 μm) could be 
configured as a high sensitivity RH sensor, having the advantage 
of no additional coating being needed on the surface of the 
sensing fiber. This TDF-MZI sensor has clear advantages in 
ultrahigh sensitivity measurements, located at precise positions, 
to monitor the RI and RH of surrounding materials. Such a device 
clearly has important practical applications in a number of areas, 
including fiber-optic bio- and chemical- sensing, and is suitable 
for use with both liquid and gaseous media.
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